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                        Algo no ha funcionado como esperábamos. Dirigete a la Home y, si tienes alguna duda, contacta con nosotros.
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                            Cookies Policy

                            Regulations on the use of cookies This Cookies Policy is an integral part of the Legal Notice and Privacy Policy  of our company. Access and navigation on the site, or the use of the services of the same, imply acceptance of the General Conditions set out in our Legal Notice (and therefore the Privacy Policy and Cookies Policy). Please read them carefully.   Thank you for deciding to visit us. We want your experience on the site to be the best possible, and for that reason we have written this Cookie Policy as transparently as possible.
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                                        Cookies are files containing small amounts of information that are downloaded to the user's device used when you visit a website. Its main purpose is to recognize the user each time you access our website and also allows us to improve the quality and usability of our website.

 Cookies are essential for the functioning of the Internet; they cannot damage the user's computer/device and, if enabled in your browser settings, they help us to identify and resolve possible malfunctions of  our website.

 Types of Cookies There are different types of cookies. They all work in the same way, but have small differences:

 Session Cookies. Session cookies last only for the duration of your visit and are deleted when you close your browser. Their main purpose is to identify the type of device, support website security or basic functionality. They do not contain personal information that would allow us to identify an individual.

Functionality Cookies: They allow us to remember decisions made by the user, such as login or identifier. The information these cookies collect is anonymized (i.e., it does not contain your name, address, or other data).
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                                        Google Analytics uses cookies to help us analyze how users use the site. The information generated by the cookie about your use of the website (including your IP address) will be transmitted to and stored by Google on its servers in the United States. Google will use this information on our behalf for the purpose of evaluating your use of the website, compiling reports on website activity for website operators and providing other services relating to website activity and internet usage. Google may also transfer this information to third parties where required to do so by law, or where such third parties process the information on Google's behalf. Google will not associate your IP address with any other data held by Google.

   You may refuse the use of cookies by selecting the appropriate settings on your browser, however please note that if you do this you may not be able to use the full functionality of this website. However, if you do so, you may not be able to use the full functionality of this site. By using this site you consent to the processing of data about you by Google in the manner and for the purposes set out above.
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                                        Persistent or Permanent Cookies: They are stored on the hard drive of the device and our website reads them every time you make a new visit to our website; they have a specific expiration date, after which the cookie stops working. They allow us to identify your actions and preferences; analyze visits and help us understand how users reach our site and improve our services.
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                                        Third Party Cookies. Third-party cookies are cookies installed by a website that is not the one you are visiting; for example, those used by social networks (such as Facebook) or by external content plugins (such as Google Maps). In addition, some advertising companies use this type of files to track your visits on each site on which they advertise. Analytical Cookies: These cookies are intended for periodic maintenance and to ensure the best performance and service to the user; collecting data on your activity.
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 Membership Rewardas!
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	Early Check-In & late Check-Out / Bajo disponibilidad
	10% descuento en restaurante La Greppia
	Entrada grartis Fundación Miró
	Entrada Gratis al museo Baluard
	10% descuento en tratamientos Spa
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